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what a waste it lets you gain a good score then gives you no chance of going any further. whoa, this game is teh awezum! If u are
into casual games in any way, you have to get this!. what a waste it lets you gain a good score then gives you no chance of going
any further. One of my favorites. Great game to unwind with. There is an element of strategy, and a great dose of hand-eye
coordination. Easy to just shut out everything and zone out in the game.. Luxor 2 HD A classic in it's own right. Luxor fills the
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gap between puzzle and action. There is replay ability if you go for the in game achievements. Luxor 2 has a great soundtrack.
Even with a low end PC and windows 10, I had no problem running Luxor 2 HD at a steady 60 FPS. It seems like most people
on Steam missed it, but the Luxor series is a puzzle classic. Creating its own genre. A mix of Action-Puzzle, Shooter, Match
three. If you spend a little time with Luxor you will find it is fairly fast paced and can become very challenging in late game.
The end game stages and achievements is where Luxor finds its replay value and really makes you think on your toes. It can
actually be very difficult so I don't know why Luxor 2 Hd is tagged casual. There is three game modes. The classic adventure,
with 25 maps that increase in difficulty as you move up in 14 stages. Adventure mode has a grand total of 88 levels to complete.
There is survival mode and a practice mode, where you can go back and replay any unlocked level. The average time to
complete Luxor 2 is 60-100 hours. With that much game play needed for completion it is a good thing Luxor 2 has a great
soundtrack to go along with it. The tune has stuck with me over the years and one of the reasons I decide to purchase the PC
version. I already own the Xbox 360 version. Regardless of the other warnings that Luxor had not aged well essentially. I had no
troubles playing Luxor 2 on my low end PC with Windows 10. The frame rate was consistently above 60 fps. The only
difference in performance from the Xbox 360 version and the PC, was the mouse. At times the track seems to skip across the
screen rather than roll smoothly. I have a feeling this snap function with the mouse may be intentional and it was far from game
breaking. Over all, Luxor 2 HD speaks for its self, It's a timeless classic with unique game play mechanics that work. With
plenty of challenge and replay ability, coupled with a great soundtrack. Thankfully Luxor 2 has aged well and preforms as
expected. I would definitely recommend trying out the Luxor series and Luxor 2 HD is a great place to start.. 0/ Mindless ball
tossing and colors, what more can you ask for on a brain dead night.. There is nothing better than after a long hard day play with
balls a little :)
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